EXPERIENCE IPAD IN A WHOLE NEW WAY

PORT LAUNCH is a wireless charging system for iPad designed to hold, charge and protect iPad on a table, wall or in a vehicle. The LAUNCH system consists of a case, and the option between a BaseStation or WallStation for mounting and charging on a table top or wall.

PORTRAIT & LANDSCAPE
Dock & charge iPad wirelessly in portrait or landscape, on a table, wall or in-vehicle

ACCESS TO BUTTONS
All iPad buttons, microphones, cameras and speakers are accessible

INDUCTIVE CHARGING
Contactless inductive charging

PROTECTIVE CASE
Case that protects iPad from drops up to lift

VEHICLE INSTALLATION
Option to install in a vehicle directly wired to 12V fuse circuit

12v

TAKE YOUR BUSINESS TO THE NEXT LEVEL WITH IPORT AT WORK

Business is driven by Apps. iPad Deployments have become a necessity. The optimal solution for iPad deployments in business is the combination of the iPad, applications, and the method to hold, charge, and protect the device.

PORT products complete iPad, ensuring it is always charged, protected, and accessible, wherever the road may take it.

Lobby / Guest Check-In
Welcome visitors with a simple and elegant experience from the moment they enter your building. From guest signs to notifying employees of guest arrival, IPORT products allow you to personalize your space. Select the software of your choice that your visitors, customers, IT and security will love

Conference Room Control
They have become the go-to solution for automation control in conference rooms. With the right software, companies can use iPad for video and audio conferencing collaboration that anyone can use. Add iPad to your conferencing setup for maximum productivity and usability

Operations
Utilize iPad to manage all internal operations from time card management to inventory management. IPORT products ensure that employees won’t lose their iPad, allowing them to note-taking, documentation, and pushing real-time updates, all while ensuring your iPad is charged and protected

Training
Keep your staff up-to-date with up-to-date documentation, internal notifications, and video training with a Learner Management System that gives them access to the education and resources necessary to ensure a positive customer experience from the convenience of an iPad. IPORT products also allow staff mobility to take iPad on the floor with them to view trainings and push real-time updates for management, ensuring the iPad is charged and protected

In Room
PORT products simply and elegantly protect and charge iPad to ensure your guest room experience is top notch. With solutions built for luxury hotels, yachts, or offices, IPORT ensures your most valuable room tool is always ready

THE SYSTEM

BaseStation + WallStation = Case = The System

IPORT LAUNCH AT HOME

IPORT LAUNCH creates a home for your iPad so you always know where it is, keeping it always charged and protected. With its minimalistic design and premium finishes, IPORT LAUNCH will blend in with the design of your space.